My syllabus:

Abderrahim Chhaibi, Trainer of teachers at CRMEF, Agadir, Morocco

Welcome and introduction:
Welcome to course about how we can deal with the past to improve identity and treat our present to combat against the heat speech and Antisemetism, I am Abderrahim Chhaibi, a specialist in pedagogy and educational psychology, in this course we will come together for the next weeks to help you to improve your skills about dealing with past to treat the present events and learning about new items which is important for us to change our society to the better.

Course title and description: Dealing with the Past to Combat the Antisemetism and hate speech.

Target group: Teachers of History in secondary and high school.

General objective: Understanding the role of identity and collective memory to outreach about the seriousness and the threat of Antisemtism and Radicalism to our society.

Sub-objectives:
- Understanding the past of Morocco and the presence of Jews in our history.
- understanding relations in Moroccan society (in its various spectra) during difficult periods as example the second world war and taking advantage to understand the event of the Holocaust in its national and international context.
- taking aware about the seriousness of Antisemetism and heat speech.
- understanding the radicalism in Islam as a form of Antisemetism and heat speech, thinking about ways to combat against it, and developing the sense of the otherness.

Skills and attitudes:
- developing the sense of diversity in Moroccan national identity.
- dealing with the past as a way to understand the present, and making a historical sense to present conflicts.
- developing critical thinking when we deal with religious heat speech.
- developing the sense of tolerance as a way to combat the Antisemtism and heat speech.
- take knowledge about the usage of developed resources about events of the past to treat the events of the present.

Duration of the course:
4 weeks / about 4 hours each week

Process of the course:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weeks</th>
<th>Course title</th>
<th>objectives</th>
<th>Methodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1     | Jews in Moroccan History                        | - Understanding the past of Morocco and the role of Jews in Moroccan History.  
- Understanding the cultural diversity of Moroccan society.  
- Understanding the collective memory to develop the identity and improve the sense of participation. | - Lecturing  
- Group discussion  
- Analyzing situations |
| 2     | Holocaust in Moroccan and international perspective. | - Understanding the event of the Holocaust.  
- Understanding the situation of Morocco during Holocaust and Vichy regime.  
- Understanding the situation of Moroccan Jews under Vichy.  
- Passing from Moroccan context to international perspective and comparing the situation of Jews in Morocco and other Jews in Europe during the Holocaust and the second world war. | - Lecturing  
- Group discussion  
- Documentaries and Images  
- Analyzing situations |
| 3     | Antisemetism and heat speech                     | - Understanding the heat speech  
- Understanding the Antisemetism as a result of heat speech  
- Understanding the role of heat speech in tragedies (Holocaust as example) | - Analyzing discourses  
- Documentaries  
- Group discussion |
| 4     | Islamism, radical Islam and heat speech          | - Understanding the discourse of radical Islam  
- Comparing the Radical Islam discourse with Other heat speech discourse (Particular with Nazi discourse during Holocaust)  
- Making aware of seriousness of radical Islam and making sense to combat the Antisemetism in our society and combat the radical Islam as resource of heat speech and Antisemetism.  
- developing values of tolerance and together live (vivre ensemble). | - Analyzing discourses  
- Comparing situations  
- group discussion  
- Lecturing  
- Documentaries  
- surveys and final evaluation |

**Ressources:**

**Books :**

- Zafrani, Haim. Deux mille ans de la vie juive au Maroc, Eddif, Casablanca.

Articles :


Medias :

- The last jews of Morocco, in youtube : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwSgh8g1Ax0
- Customs of Moroccan Jews, in youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zpn3By3sAD4
- La vie quotidienne des juifs au Maroc, in youtube : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9uzygtxL9w
- Mariage Marocain en Israel, in youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ZThSAm2UzY
- Voyage dans le Maroc juif, in youtube : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMRRZj21YMU
- الهيلولة.. حج اليهود على أرض المغرب (The Hallelujah .. the pilgrimage of jews in Morocco), in youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i47blkNqWk
- Tinghir - Jerusalem , les echos du Mellah, in youtube: